
How conversational software
improves the candidate experience.
The only hiring experience that’s fast and simple enough to 
keep up with the modern day candidate. Here’s why it works:

2 minute  
text to apply.

Conversations, not applications. 
Candidates can apply and get 

scheduled for an interview via text 
right on their phones.

😊
Makes it mobile. 
Conversational software puts a 
recruiting assistant right in your 

candidate’s pocket, ready to 
support 24/7, 365.

Get qualified in  
<5 minutes.

No more waiting. Instant screening 
and automated scheduling leave less 

opportunity for drop-off.  

More  
personalization. 
Apply in over 100 languages,  

making all candidates comfortable. 
Has a candidate ever sent you a 

smile emoji? Our clients have 
received hundreds.

Less friction. 
No logins, no passwords, no long 

repetitve forms. Experiences  
designed for ultimate  

candidate convenience.



Text to apply. 
Candidates can apply  

instantly by text or  
QR code scan.

Instant  
engagement. 
Respond to candidates 

immediately anytime, 24/7.

Apply  
in minutes. 
The conversation is  

the application, completed 
through text or chat.

Auto-scheduling. 
Qualified candidates are  
auto-scheduled based on  

recruiter’s availability. 
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This is what conversational 
software looks like.
It’s modern, fast, and frictionless. 
For candidates and recruiters alike.
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A perfect fit. 
Serve up the best open roles 

based on the candidate’s 
location, preferences, 

and more.



How conversational software  
improves the recruiter experience.
Nothing solves the problems of the modern day recruiter like  
conversational recruiting software. Here’s why it’s powerful:

5+ hours saved 
per week.

Removes time stealers by  
automating tasks like screening, 

interview scheduling,  
and onboarding. 

Improves  
conversion.

Removes barriers and friction 
points, leading to drastically  

improved interview show rates, 
and ultimately, better hires. 

72% of recruiters 
will stay.

Over half of recruiters are more 
likely to stay at their current job 

with the use of conversational AI. 

2M dollars 
saved in one year.
Global leaders like General Motors  

are moving candidates from  
apply to Day 1 in days  

instead of weeks.

Easy to use.
Requires minimal training  

and has high user adoption  
because it communicates the 

way recruiters are used to:  
on their phones, via text. 


